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Double take:
Joseph Beebe received many
second looks like this one on
a downtown
street corner
o«, 16, as Yo-Tech students
donned rally attire during
the annual Hobo March to
raise scholarship funds. VoTech students solicited donations from'areapedestrians
and vehicle traffic.
Gov.
Eecil Andrus
proclaimed
Ocl. 16 as Hoho March Day.

New faculty hired

Micron's president calls
Enrollment .rlses for engineering af-BSU
at Idaho schools
program
beyond
just
the
rudimentary level'~courses that
would lead to majors in electrical
engineering, chemical engineerBSU President John Keiser
ing, as well as graduate-level prorecently proposed to the Stale
grams. "What
I'm saying,"
Board of Education. expanding
Park inson said, "is that to the exI3SU's engineering program.
lent that these programs are curThe proposal came in response
rently limited, it impairs our
10 recent statements made by Joe
abilities to have our employees
Parkinson, president of Micron,
Inc., that "jobs will be lost" if the ~ progress. "
Parkinson said that industrial
engineering program at BSU does
manufacturing is becoming innot improve. Currently, BSU has
creasingly electronic, "and we
a two-year engineering program,
need to be competitive five, 10
which is a .part .01' the physics
years down the line. We'd like to
department.
.
have people from Idaho as a
Keiser said he hopes to create
stabilizing Influence," but right
a College of Technology on thc
now there are not enough adeI3SU campus, which would comquate courses.
bine the Yo-Tech department and
It is more difficult for Micron
existing programs in construction·
to' recruit out of state because of
management, pre-engineering and
Idaho's alleged educational inadeapplied science with several fourquacies, and many Micron Ph.D.
year engineering programs. A $5
candidates must go out of state to
million lab would need to be built
pursue their careers, he said.
which would bc shared by all
Parkinson said the "engineering
cngineering
programs at the
vacuum" is "not just a Micron
university, Keiser said.
problem."
Morrison-Knudsen,.
According to Parkinson, BSU
Boise Cascade, Trus Joist and
"nceds a completc engineering
b)'

Tom farle)'

Tile University Nell's

hy Franklin

TheUniversity

Burke
Neil'S

BSU's enrollment this fall, the
largest ever recorded at the university, has forccd the English depart mcnt
10 add. two par t-t i mc faculty
members, according to Susanna
Yunker of the Registrar's Office.
The university's precise acadcmic
hcadcounl is 10,700,'14 percent increase ovcr Tast fall's enrollment,
Yunker. said.
BUI t he full-time equivalency,
derived by adding the total credit
.hours of all smdcnt» and dividing
them by IS, considered to be the
average number of credits taken by
full-tirile'students,
is up 7 percent
from last year. This year's FTE is
7,497.
The 111'0 nell' English faculty
members,
teaching sections of
English 101, have been hired to help
handle the increase in students. main-'
II' freshmen .
. Yunker said there are a number of
rcasons for Ihe increasc. First, she
said, th.ere has bcen a posilive change

in attitude toward, education in
Idaho. "We don't hear so much any
more about how poorly educated
students arc in this state," she said.
While the number of high schooland college-aged students is decreasing nationally, it is on the rise in
Idaho, and the growth is expected to
continue approximately until the year
2,000, Yunker said.
Federal financial aid guidelines
have been tightened. CurrentlY,in
order to be eligible for need-based
financial aid, a student is required to
have been living disconnected from
parental support for. two years. This
requirement has caused a number of
students who might otherwise have
gone 10 college out of state to stay
in Idaho, Yunker said, "and attend the
relatively inexpensive slate-funded
schools.
Both the U of I and ISU recorded
increased enrollment, according to a
State Board of Education release.
ISU's overall headcount and FTE
both arc up by 6 percent, while thc
U of l's headcollnt is up by' 5 percent,
and its FTE, by 3 percent:
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other local corporations have felt
the "need. for having a local
engineering program, he said.
Micron currently plans to open
a new production
facility in
Phoenix, Ariz. rather than Boise
because of the present lack of a
local talent pool, Parkinson said.
However, he said he is "very appreciative of what is being done"
at BSU. He also said that too
much is being spent on athletics.
"I could go nuts on athletics
spending. "
Keiser, however, said that
athletics is "not a drain," and
concern with athletic spending is
not central to the issue of expanding BSU's engineering program.
In the past, the emphasis at
BSU has been toward applied
technology, while the hub" of
engineering
studies has been
centered at the U of J. Institutional politics have snarled efforts
to expand BSU's program until
recently; Keiser said. "It's funding
and franchise-that's
what it is,"
he said ..
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Selland to take V.P. position
BSU has named Dr. Larry Selland
executive
vice president. He
will be responsible for the. administration
of
the. university's
academic and vocational technical. programs.
Selland has been in the post on an
acting basis since last spring when the
results of a national search were "inconclusive," according to BSU President John Keiser. His appointment,
which will become permanent on July I, 1988, is pending final approval
by the State Board of Education next

as dean of the School of Vocational
week.
Education. Prior to that he served for
Keiser said Selland's combination
nine years as state administrator
for
of experience and effectiveness met
vocational technical education prothe
selection.
criteria
already
grams; In 1983, he was appointed by
established for the position.
Gov. John Evans to administer the
"Dr. Selland has great respect from
Idaho Commission
for the Blind.
members
of the State Board of
Selland replaces Dr. Richard BullEducation
and various
public
ington, who was named in July to fill
decision-makers;
his understanding
BSU's new post of vice president for
of all clements of the reward system,
information
extension.
the importance of research, and colKeiser said BSU will begin a nalegial governance is evident," Keiser
tional search for a new dean as soon
said.
.
as it is determined if it will be for a
"I can personally testify that his innew College of Technology or the
. ternal advocacy of academic matters
present
School
of Vocational
is strong, effectivc,and
dignified,"
Technical Education.
Keiser said.
Selland came to BSU in July, .1986

Christians bring views to BSU
by Bonnie Dibble

The University Neil'S
The Christian Update Forum will
bring a conservative, Christian view
to BSU next week. Tom Waller of the
Campus Crusade
for Christ, the
sponsoring
organization,
said the
group's goal is "to give a balanced
perspective," by bringing in speakers
with a Christian view.
The three speakers coming to BSU
arc part of a team of 15 or 20 who
lecture at schools across the country.
Among the 66 schools at which
Christian
Update Forum has appeared arc Rice, Auburn, Temple,
University of Colorado and University of Texas.
Douglas R. Groothuis will speak
on philosophy in both philosophy
and education classes. He wrote the
book Unmasking the Nell' Agt'.

Waller' said New Age theory is taught
in many contemporary
education
classes.
Groothuis
earned
his
master's
from the University
of
Wisconsin.

"A
conservative
Christian
view is
seldom found in the
classroom."
-Tom Waller
Stephen Ong, from the University of Chicago, will speak on finance
in management,
finance-and microcomputer classes.
The
third
speaker,
Donald
Closson, will speak on education',

and has a master's
in education
, administration.
The speakers will lectureto classes
on Oct. 28, 29 and 30 and to groups
in the evenings. While a. definite
schedule has not' been established,
approximately
20 BSU instructors
have expressed an interest in having
the speakers lecture in their classes.
"The campus is a marketplace of
ideas," Waller said, and "A conservativeChristian
view is seldom found
in the classroom,"
He said speakers
will lecture in their "fields of expertise rather than use the lectern as
a pulpit.
The speakers arc sponsored by the
local chapter of Campus Crusade for
Christ,
and local churches
and
students
involved
with Campus
. Crusade arc contributing 10 the cost
of the event.

BSU tut.orprogram
undergoes·.changes
by Gina Luke
The University News
Recent
changes
in BSU's
Tutorial Referral Program include
aiutor
training-program
and a
program for non-English speaking students.
Tammy Gross, a BSU senior
who has tutored for two years,
said the tutor training prqgram includes several lectures by speakers
from the writing lab and counseling center. The classes help tutors
feel more comfortable and at case
with students as well as provide
valuable information for tutors to
use during sessions, Gross said.
"A common
problem .with
tutoring students," Gross said, "is
that first-time students often expect tutors to do their homework.
They soon realize that tutors are
a guide. If we give them the
answers, the student does not
learn anything. We just provide
assistance
in
finding
the
answers."
,
The program for non-English
speaking students is designed to
help them better understand the
subjects in which they are enrolled; Gr6ss said, adding that the'
program's goal is to instill con-

I

fidence in the student's ability to
communicate with instructors and
peers.
When tutoring is requested,
a .brief interview is'conducted
to
determine specific problems. The
student then will be asked to fill
out a tutorial assistance card,
which must be signed by the student and' instructor.
Finally, a
tutor and a meeting place' arc
assigned to the student.
"Tutors benefit from the tutoring as well," Gross said." It has
helped me in my upper division
classes because all the information from lower division classes is
fresh in' my mind. The key is using the material continuously."
Students may receive help by
contacting Or. Jeanette Ross in
room 114 of the Administration
Building or at one of the Dropin Centers on campus.
The
Science and Math· Center
is
located in Room 205 of the
Math/Geology
Building, and the
English
Writing Center
is in
Room 220 of the Liberal Arts
Building. Students arc requested
to first check with their professor
or department secretary before requesting assistance through the
tutorial program.

Hate Mail.
Public officials in more than 120countries hate to get mail
about-human rights abuse. It causes trouble. It causes publicity.
And it causes freedom.
Write today. Your letter can make a difference, too.

Write a letter, save a life.

State Law

.

Library

When our
deaf customers call,
ue hears them
loud and clear

451 W. State

. Amncstylntemallonal

~

7:30p.m.
First Monday
of every month.

For more info., write Al group 271, P.O. Box 1930, Boise, Id. 83701.
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342·5886
911 Park Blvd.
Across from MK
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Meet Sue \X'atlington. She

works at ~\ountain Bell's Telecommunications
Center for
Disabled Cnstomers, helping our
hearing impaired and deaf customers lind a nswers on their
phone service questions.
l' sing a TDD (Telecommunications Device for the Deaf),
these customers can contact
employees
like Sue to
order phone service, Resolve billing questions.

Report repair problems. Even find
out about Dircctorv Assistance
charge exemptions and other special services for disabled customers,
\Xbuld vou or someone yOU
know benefit from ~Iountain Bell's
services for disabled customers?
Call toll-free 1-800-525-6028 (roO) .
or 1-800-525-3126 (Yoice) from
9 a.rn. to Sp.m.,
Mondav
through Friday. \Ve prom~e to hear \~u loud
and dear.
.

@

Every Monday & Tuesday Nite
5:30-8:30
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1987 Mountam Bell.

Pizza, Chicken, Potatoes, Salad Bar ,
Spaghetti, Garlic Bread:··
.
fresh Cinnamon Rolls
-- ~
'and
m~re.

4903 Overland
1 \ Pizz~,,: 344·1234
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Poverty could be conquered
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nation

(CPS)-Two more colleges may force
students outside their athletic departments to take mandatory
drug tests,
l.ast week, the - University
of
Arizona's
College of Nursing officials formally began debating a proposal that would make nursing
students
who
exhibit
"inappropriate"
behavior take urinalyses
to see if they have taken any illicit
drugs.
Students who test positive could be
expelled.
Central Florida Community Col·
lege in Ocala; Fl., has started making

through a I percent increase in local,

mothers,

prepare

their children

for

cheerleaders,
music students
and
members
of theater
and dance
groups, as well as athletes, take drug
rests,
CFCC President
Bill Campion
said the policy will apply to any student in a position 10 represent the
school.
Scores 0 I' colleges adopted mandatory drug tests for their athletes
during the 1986,87 school year, largely in reacrion . to the June, 1986,
cocaine-related death of University
of Maryland basketball star Leri l3ias.
Athletic directors at Duke and

Stanford, as well as lawyers with the
American
Civil Liberties
Union,
complained at the time that forcing
athletes to submit 10 the tests would
set a precedent allowing schools to
force all students, regardless of their
athletic skills, to prove they do not
lake illicit drugs.
Various courts currently are considering the cases of athletes from
SIan ford and the universities
of
Washington
and Colorado,
who
claim the drug tests unconstinnionalIy invade their privacy .
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Now thatyouve gotten into
Boise State,IBM can ~elp you
get more out of It.
The road to graduation is pavcd
with tcrm papcrs, lab rcports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of course, cxams.
To casc that journey and awakcn
your professors to your exceptional
abilities, we suggest the newest mcmber
of the IBM" Personal System/2'· family:
the ~lode! 25 Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal compu7
tcr with advanced graphics capabilities,
designed to lit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
a generous 640 KB memory, two 3S'
diskette d~jves and an aid package every
student c<!nappreciate-a
big discount,
Microsoll

PREGNANT
eare a loving, stable California

W couple, and would like to adopt

newborn baby. We are willing to
help you with medical care and
counseling, if needed. and can provide a secure and comfortable life for
the child. The placement must be
ethical ~andlegal.
Adoption can help you' and your
child ..11'you are interested or would
like to know more' about- us, please
call our representative listed below.
All inquiries are confidential.
'

1:1

CONTACT

David Laredo, Adoption Attorney
(408) 646-1502 (ext. 20S)

...

?

oflhe

isa registered

Inlernational

trademar~of

Business

Ihe Microsolt

MachmesCorporatton.

Corporation.

plus Microsoft" Windows 1.04, Writc, Pain!.
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse .
Pop in the load-and~go disKette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
you write and revise long papers and
illustrate yourpoints by combining
words and f,rraphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work.
For more information on the Model
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
Product Coordinator on campus.
You'll quickly learn how to get the .
most out of the IBM PcrsoilUl =========='"
System 12.
J: - -::§";§,

IBM lsa registered

C IBM 1987.

trademark

and Personal

System/2

isa trademark
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Letter writers commendable
The editorial pages of The University News have fallen under a lot of criticism recently.
In fact, more than one faction in the CIA debate has been heard to dismiss the others as
"narrow-minded,"
implying that any view not held by the authors of whichever letter is
being read is unwelcome and perhaps even prosecutable.
We disagree. We are thrilled to have received the letters we have. We do not agree with
all of them, but we feel that they are all important, and we considcrit a privilege to provide
space for such an active, vocal and concerned student populace.
There is one point, however, which has appeared in a number of letters and which we
feel compelled to debate. Evidently, a number of BSU students feel they alone have the right.
of free speech and thought. We would like to emphasize that we fcel any students who wish
to see CIA recruiting at BSU have the right to say so, as do those who disagree. If the CIA
comes, students who wish to protest will have the right to do so, just as students wishing
to 'apply for jobs may do so.
'Should the CIAvisit materialize, and should any form of protest be held, we urge thosc
who are applying for jobs and those who arc protesting to voice their opinions and take
their actions without infringing on anyone else's rights. All views on any issue may-indeed,
must-be
heard, without interferencc from those in opposition.
.
Even better than the fact that opinions arc being voiced, is the fact that they arc being
responded to. Such dialogues arc one of the most important rights and requirements of
democracy, and, after such a long history of apparent apathy at BSU, it is exciting to sec
that people arc reading and considering each other's ideas, Probably no one's mind will be
changed by this' editorial page or any other, but the airing of views and the reading of opposing ideas are surely not wasted energy; at the least, someone who reads another person's
opinion will have gained a better understanding
of it.
.
We will continue to do our best to offer thought-provoking
opinions, preferably the kind
which will elicit responses. We hope the kind of enthusiasm we have seen in letter-writing
recently also will continue. Kudos to the students who have spoken up-and
as for those
who haven't,

why haven't

you?

Letters------:-------

Flowers won't stop KGB
certainly hope you do not infringe upon our
rights by causing trouble when the CIA comes
Once again, the "left" manifests itself at
to campus, and we are participating
in the
BSU. Admittedly, our letter in the October 5 recruitment. Remember now, you arc "peaceissue of Tire University News was a bit strong,
loving people." We wouldn't want anyone to
but not compared
to the editorial in the
cause a scene.
September 28 issue which was written in proWe maintain that the CIA is necessary to
test of the CIA coming on campus for recruitour country. Ca-n you imagine how the KGB
rnent purposes. Now THAT was a strong and
and spies from numerous countries would run
narrow-minded
letter.
rampant through our governmental
system?
We believe that Ms. Liebenthal owes Mr.
We would suffer as a nation if such a thing
Reno and "the rest" an apology for her peroccurred. Wake up, everyone. It's a real world
sonal attack on them. She elaims we arc atout there. Those spies and agencies usc real
tacking the SRA, and in the same breath calls . guns with real bullets. You can't stop them with
Shane Reno and "the others" the "... IYPf! who.
flowers and beads.
make sure the battle lines remain drawn." She
Shane Reno
also states that we have a "warlike mentality."
Kevin
Petersen
Judge not, Ms. Liebenthal.
Rick Jereb
The other letters written in response to our
Lori Leigh Bebee
letter aren't even worth addressing. You all
Wes Bevans
pounced on us, but no one jumped on The
Dennis White
University News 'about the narrow-minded
Dave Mason
editorial that called the left to protest the CIA's
Wendy Libey
coming to BSU. If everyone is so concerned

Editor,

The University News;

with freedom, liberty, and personal

rights, we

Editorial lacks evidence
Editor,
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is a contradiciton
in terms!
Anderson's point about trendiness (also Oct.
5) is well-taken; however, the other points
regarding
The' University News' staff's
qualifications
to serve in the CIA, their purported "wish to dictate the beliefs and actions"
of others, and the alleged preference for the
KGB are merely red herrings and ad hominum
arguments. It would be good if The Universi-ty News would provide some alternatives to the
CIA in a future editorial, but, given the scope
and direction of the editorial in question, I
don't believe that such 11 list was necessary at
that time.
Thomas Jefferson said in his Firstlnaugural
Address that "every difference of opinion is not
a difference of principle. We have called by different names brethren of the same principle. ,.
Opposition to a particular policy docs not constitute treason. In fact, the suppression of opposition constitutes
tyranny. I'll resist the
temptation to quote Patrick Henry!
The great American author/humorist/lecturer Mark Twain once said "patriotism is the
last refuge of fools and scoundrels."
Mass
awareness of the place of intelligence-gathering
and covert operatons is important to preventing the evolution of a police state. Overblown,
emotional, even jingoistic exhibitions like those
of recent weeks serve little purpose in good
public policy-making. As students, let us devote
ourselves to a more objective, purposeful
dialogue befitting educated persons.

The University News;

As a BSU student concerned with human
rights and the future state of our country and
our world, I worry about the recent content
of your editorial page.
In my opinion your recent_editorial
about
the CIA (Sept. 28) was undersubstantiated
and
overwritten. Making a highly pejorative statement about alleged inhumane CIA actions
without citing a few examples does not exemplify good editorial writing. Insulting the
very students you are attempting to mobilize
guarantees only several angry letters to the
editor and exacerbates
the di fficulties of
organizing a constructive student movement.
However, the letters in response to this
editorial were as emotionally
rightist as the
editorial was emotionally leftist. Messrs. Reno,
Petersen,et.
al., maximized
their virulent
rhetoric, but their missive was woefully short
of rational substance, "Flower-picking
hippies," "pathetic," and especially "treasonable"
were used without the critical foundation
necessary to justify such terms.
The mention of treason is particularly objectionable because it has u highly specialized
legal connotation.
Black's Law Dictional}'
defines treason as "The offense of attempting
to overthrow the government of the state to
which the offender owes allegiance ... " (em-phasis added).
.
Not only would Mr. Reno and company be
hard put to prove their allegations in court, but
under other circumstances
their language is
potentially libelous. Besides, "liberal radical"

Randy Stolz
BSU Student

Gun control hurts citizenry
Editor,

a group of nefarious criminals who are just
waiting for the state legislature to relax the
gun-control laws so they can purchase somc
guns and go out and use them \0 rob a Circle
K. People who have such a high disregard for
the sanctity of human life and who lack basic
moral principles would not even flinch at the
idea of breaking a gun-control law.
Gun-control
laws, in the end, would only
hurt the average law-abiding citizenry. Because
they would obey such laws, they would not
have the means to defend themselves against'
an assailant. It is time gun-control
activists
woke up to the fact that the outlaws are already
armed.

The University News;

In his "As I Sec It" column of Oct. 12, Steve
Lyon asserts that less stringent gun-control
laws would cause an increase in t he crime rate.
He even goes so far as to "hope for the day"
when "only the cops" have guns. He strongly
_ alleges that when there arc anti-gun laws, no
one will have guns, and therefore, no one will
be able to commit violent crimes with guns.
While his logic is sound, his basic assumptions are fallacious. There arc already many
laws prohibiting the trafficking of dangerous
drugs, yet people still do it anyway. There is
no guarantee that laws banning or restricting
the ownership of firearms would have any
deterring effect on the criminally minded. It
is highly unlikely that there exists somewhere

Mike Jarvis

Firearms protect freedom
tclligent reasoning. The idea that an inanimate
object, a tool, a mere implement can be the
source of evil behavior in human beings is not
It was with shock and disgust that I read
only irresponsible, it's a cop-out plain and simSteve Lyon's display of shallow thought and
ple. Men arc responsible for their own act ions,
unenlightened emotionalism in his Oct. 12 colregardless of the tools they employ.
umn "I Don't Need a-Gun." I am left comIt is truly a false idea of utility, as Cesare'
pelled to respond.
'
Beccaria states, "that would take fire from men Mr. Lyon's approach to the volatile issue of
because it burns, and water because one may
gun control was disappointing;
disappointing
drown in it." Laws prohibiting firearms arc
in his emotional appeals to horrific imagery
based on such false utility. "They disarm onin his attempt at cogency.
ly those who arc neither inclined nor determinAlmost immediately we arc blasted by the
ed to commit crimes." The people of Florida
"bonehead"
idea that armed citizens equates
have apparently
grasped this truth -and arc
with "innocent victims" with guns to "defend
determined
to remedy their problem. It is
themselves and get blown away in the proundeniable that an unarmed man makes a bel. cess." In other words, don't defend yourself,
ter victim than an armed man.
you might gel hurt. Isn't it entirely possible
It is equally undeniable that anyone with the
that in defending yourself, the "bad .guy"
determination
\0 perpetrate unspeakable
acts
might gel hurt? As unsavory and distasteful
of violence will not think twice about violating
as the idea of any man's death is, isn't it possisomething as petty as a gun law, and will likeble, even probable, that it's criminals that will
ly find the resources to do so with impunity.
be "blown away" by Lyon's "innocent vicThere is, of course, a deeper issue involved
tims," and, taking it one step further. that
here-that
of personal freedom. Freedom to
other criminals would be deterred by the fate
protect yourself and your property. Freedom
of their colleagues?
to own and enjoy firearms for sport and
I have heard the "horrifying, apocalyptic virecreation.
_si.oris" .of .Wild West shoot outs, skyrocketing
The right to bear arms, in defense of our
, VIOlent cnrne rates, and general mayhem that
lives and property, and most important, our
are so chic among the "Ban the Gun Crowd"
freedom,. is the fulcrum upon which all inas often as Mr. Lyon has heard the NRA's talc.
dividualliberties are so delicately balanced. No
Lyon's crystal ball predictions,
fortunately,
bill of rights has any meaning. whatsoever
have absolutely no basis in historical fact. Inunless laid upon the foundation of an armed
deed, empirical evidence would seem to suggest that the opposite is true. Even his analogy - citizenry who can by the sword protect it from
the encroachments
of those who aspire to
to the "Wild West" isflawed, based as it is on
tyranny. It is paramount among all civilliberthe popular Hollywood image of the way
ties and should be revered and held sacred as
things were (I refer you to UCLA History Prosuch, for without
it, all other personal
fesor Roger McGrath's work tracing the effect
freedoms so dear to men are impotent.
of firearms ownership on patterns of crime
and violence in early Western mining towns),
Dave Magdiel
but that's not the point. I find the idea that
BSU Student
. "guns li~ the problem" to be offensive to inEditor,

The University News
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Group neutral on politics

Does Vo:Tech stack up to ITT?
by Bonnie Dibble
The University Neil's
.. BSU's School of VocationalTechnical Education and Boise's
ITT Technical Institute lie a few
blocks apart, competing for area
vocational students. Both Vo-Iech
and 'ITT offer some similar
courses, but program differences
were noted by representatives of
both. schools.
Yo-Iech'sdepartment chairman
of' vocational student services,
Bobbi Nothern, said Vo-Tcch had
compared its electronics program
with ITT and found that Vo-Tech
had better and more up-to-date
equipment. She also said Vo-Iech
cost less than ITT, since ITT
receives no federal funding. VoTech is funded mostly by the state
Division of Vocational Education,
so it is not dependant on the
university for all of. its money ..
However, ITT students are eligible for financial aid.
Both schools arc accredited,
Vo-Tech with the Northwest Accreditation Association, and ITT
with the National Association of '

Boycott by
U of R to
continue

5
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Amnesty International
seeks' new members

ITT's educational
services
spokesman said that, \~ith their
nationwide network of schools,
they. can be responsive to. local
needs. Because they arc backed by
the national resources of ITT,
they are close to private industry.
Some of Vo-Tech's more
popular classes arc electrical line
worker, the only class of its type
offered in the' state, electronics
service
technology,
surgery
technology,
marketing
mid. management, auto mechanics and
refrigeration, heating and air conditioning. Currently, ITT's most
popular class is computer-aided
drafting.
Currently, Vo-Tech serves 594
students in Boise and 107 in Canyon County. ITT runs a close second with 533 Boise students.
Vo-Iech offers 24 different programs, and ITT offers seven.
Some classes Vo-Iech offers which
ITT docs not are: licensed practical nursing, culinary arts, horticulture and professional truck
driving. ITT offers a cosmetology
program, while Vo-Tech does not.

Trade and Technical Schools. VoTech offers two-year Associate of
Applied Science degrees that are
transferable to some othervocational schools.
. Vo-Iech handles its own admissions, including assessment tests
of studcntsskill levels. Students
with deficiencies may build up
their skills in theLearning Center
or in the. Pre-Tech Center for
Vocational Students before going
Into the formal programs. VoTech's classes arc intensil:r, handson, six-to-seven hours a day, five
days a week.There is no time to
work with basics, Nothern said.
"We want them to have the skills
to succeed."
ITT also reviews applicants'
qualifications
and
offers
assistance
to students
with
deficiencies.
Vo-Iech's average placement
figure of 85 percent is based on
all 1986 students who completed
their programs and were placed in
fields related to their training.
ITT's 90 percent placement is based on those students who asked
for assistance in job placement.

by SIeve F. Lyon
The University Neil'S
The worldwide
non-partisan
organization which seeks the release
of prisoners of conscience is seeking
recognition and members this week.
Amnesty International Week will
run from Oct. 19 through Oct. 25.
BSU student and member of the
Boise chapter of Amnesty International, Cliff Bains, said the local
group works to get prisoners relcased through
letter-writing
and
publicity-raising campaigns.
"What we do is work in the trenches," Bains said. AI chapters write
letters to governments
holding
prisoners.
"We try to get. those people free

PROFESSIONAL TOUCH
Word processing

For any size project.
with grammar and editing
Reliable turn-around time.

upon request.

Student Discounts
SECRETARIAL
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

reinvesting in such companies, mostly
because the stocks it held had not appreciated very rapidly.
Campus controversy
erupted,
however, when the decision became
public' in mid-September. Facult y
members, students and members of
thc community threatened sit-ins and
other protests.

(CPS)-University
of Rochester
President Dennis O'Brien said Sept.
25 his school should wait a little
longer before reinvesting in firms that
do business in South Africa.
Since 1980, UR had refused to buy
stocks in companies that do business
in segregationist South Africa.
But U R decided May 22 to start

because they have no business being
held in the first place," -he said.
Bain said Amnesty International's
goals are to obtain the immediate
release
of all prisoners
of
conscience-people
who are imprisoned for their ethnic origins
and/or religious beliefs and who do
not advocate the use of violence.
Bains said particular attention is
paid to researching
prospective
prisoners by Amnesty International's
researchers in London before a case
is assigned to a local chapter. Bain
said if the organization took sides in
cases, such as trying to secure the
release of POWs or rebels, this would
result in the group's favoring one side
in a conflict which would diminish
their goals, he said.

1511 Whipporwill Way, Boise 375·4890
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USU offers a small, personalized
quarter. MCSB accredited.

and, flexible MBA program which students

may enter any
Boise

All interested juniors and seniors are invited to meet with a representative from USU to discuss
the MBA program:
MBA Office'
or write:
Monday, October 26th
Utah State University
8:30a.m.
Logan, UT 84322-3535
Placement Center, Room 123, Admin. Bldg.
(801) 750-2360
(208) 385-1747
Please call or come by for an appointment.
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TYPES OF MUSIC

SKATEBOARDS
STICKERS
GIFTITEMS
MAGAZINES
T·SHIRTS
JEWELRY

KINKO'S COPIES
OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
Bring in your- BSU student activity card and receive Kinko's 10%
discount card good on all merchandise and services in the store .
• Typesetting
••Self-service Macintosh
Computers & Laserprinter
• Passport Photos
-Transparencies

•
•
•
•
•

·I.

AND MORE!

Free Pick-up & Delivery
Laminating
Binding
Self-service typewriters
Specialty Papers

41.3 S.8th street

Kinko's is now offering classes on our Macintosh computers in
MacDraw and Microsoft Wold. Call today for a reservation.
KlnkO's, your near ccmpus copy shop.

34.3-4481

615 S.Captol Blvd. 342·7995

EXCITEMENT' FOR EVERYONE
80iso,10
1808 8roadway
(208) 343·8767
(Nexi to the
NuLook
.Car Wash)

Boise, to
8017 Fairview Ave.
(208) 376.4820
(Next 10 Shopko in
.the. Fairwood Plaza)

An American rail-G
Angel Hearl-I?
Blind Dale-'-PG'IJ
Burglar-I?
Treasure Chesl-PG
From Ihe Hlp-PG
Hoosiers-PG
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.
Lighl of Doy-PG·1J
Mannequin-PG
The Mission-PG
Munchies-PG
My DenwnLover-PG
Poilce Academy IV-.PG
"
Radio Days..,.PG
Red Headed Slranger-R
Square .Danc.e-PG-t J.
SlarTrek IV..,.PG
. ,.,~, '."': SIt!,pfolhel~R..; ..•
W ilif/(:1,fprlhr,:Moan,·PG:.
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Montavani Orch
."
"est,
Mantovani, A Night in
.
Vienna will be performed at the Morrison

CenterOct. 22 at8 p.rn.
, .Mantovani, whose indelible musical stamp is sy
by the now-fall?ous orchestrated cascading sount
rec~rd~d countless albums which have sold over 35
,copIes In 20 years.

, The program, A Night in Vienna, will feature s
aswe~l as th~ .orchestra's 36 virtuoso performers. It
contam famIlIar material as well as Immortal melc
from mast~rs such as Strauss, Lehar,Friml,
Kaln
RO~berg, Schubert,. Mozart and Von Suppe.
TIckets for the performance are $10.
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Diary offerS.l1lixof 11"I4siC
•

by Wan Dirt

The University News

,.

In 1985, Guadalcanal Diary burst
upon the college music scene in grand
fashion, enticing new.proponents
of
sincerity music with vivid visions of
Western pistol-waving bravado, water
buffaloes in Africa, and Bible toting,
native drum, hellfire and brimstone.
Their first album, Walking in the
Shadow of the Big Man, was succeeded
by 1986's subdued
and
ethereal Jamboree, which minutely
encompassed the groundwork laid in
their debut album,
Guadaieanal Diary's latest release,
i x 4, sheds light on a band
grappling with the ominous creature
called change. These apocalyptic
nee-cowboys from urban Atlanta are
at a fork in the road, and they do not
quite know which direction
to
choose.
Side one opens with fury and fervor on "Litany (life goes on)," probably the best cut on the album. Jangly guitar winds its way beneath the
pure, undaunted voice of Murray Attaway, eventually giving way to Jeff
Poe's savage drum beat excesses. This
is tried-and-trod-upon
Guadalcanal
Diary ground, and it works well in
depicting the importance of its omnipresent
message-a'Life
goes on
forever." This cut flies with hopeful
intensity.
The tempo changes with "Under
the Yoke,": a bland, dire tale of
hopelessness. "Get Over It" lifts the
mood of the album with churning
guitars
and a lighter,
quicker
backbeat.
"Little
Birds"
is
brooding, tumultuous
song which
lends itself in large part to the darker
vibrations to which this album seems
sporadically prone. Attaway utilizes
wordspeak, a common Michael Stipe

a

by. Lee Arnold

The University News

ing the paradox of its lyrical contents.
Nothing found on this album is
quite as clever or flippant as' Walk-

device in which immediate surroundings are related in an inconclusive
and solipsistic manner, and this tends
to complement
the moo~ of the
song.
Churning and cliched is "Things
Fall Apart," an inconsequential
cut
which unfortunately
delineates Attaway's growing propensity to chase
the music with his vocal endeavors,
as opposed to complementing
it.
"Let the Big Wheel Roll" is a smug
scion of "Cattle Prod," from Jamboree and falls fairly flat.
Side two begins with a return to
the Guadalcanal
tradition
with
"Where Angels Feat to Tread." The
band seems comfortable and content.
and this trademark
prairie-punk
theme moves skillfully and easily
without
hint
of
deliberate
provocation.
"Newborn"
is another
flowing
number using a chorus of chimey,
ringing guitars with minot chord
embellishments, no doubt symboliz-

ing in the Shadow of the Big Man's
breakthrough
cut "Watusi Rodeo,"
although they make a short-reaching
attempt
with the jocular
"Say
Please," a song that borrows the
chord progression
from "Cattle
Prod."

See Diary, page 9
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Every weekday, while your
clothes are spinning and
tumbling In our May tags. you
can plop yourself down on a
comfy couch and watch the
daytime soaps on our BigScreen TV! Evenings and
weekends feature movies,
sports and top shows. too.

Although a classic old building
often reflects the character of its
inhabitants,
SWeet Lorrail/~ exemplifies how such a structure can
affect the personality of all who
enter its doors. A bittersweet,
melancholy laic of roots, belonging, and Ihe passage of time, the
film chronicles the saga of the
Hotel Lorraine, an upstate New
York retreat rich in history and
memories.
Sweet Lorraine opens with the
arrival ofTrini Alvarado as Molly Garbcrt, acollege student seeking summer employment
at the
hotel,
which
is owned
and
operated
by her grandmother
Lilian,
played
by Maureen
Stapleton.
Placed
under
the
supervision of Lilian's head chef
and longtime best friend Sam
(Lee Richardson), Molly stumbles
her way through the kitchen, all
thumbs and no confidence.
While gradually gaining self'-

assurance.
with her culinary
abilities, Molly begins to sensethe
charm and warmth of the old
hotel ... Although
having' seen
l'inancially better days, the Lorraine endures through its spirit,
and reverence by the same faithful
.few who return to vacation year
after year.
The hotel's character also su 1'fusesthe motley crew of waiters,
cooks, and other assorted personnel who provide much dflhe
comic relief. While the comedy
lends to detract from the nature
of the film at times, a certain
sadness
and self-dcprcciatlon
undercolors the laughter and tomfoolery, as though the people
themselves have seen better days.
Gratlually, a personification of
Ihe Lorraine's history takes place.
with Lilian and Sam representing
the hotel's past, and Molly
becoming its present. Discovering
their plans to sell the Lorraine,
Mollv, along with all-around handyman and love interest Jack
(John Bedford Lloyd), tries to
convince her grandmother
to let
her lake over its operation.
Ending on a note that is both
. happy and sad, SII'('('t Lorraine's
gentle performances
and joyful
celebration
of memories'
will

See Film, page 9

Hank plays a mean piano

King
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watch
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'lorraine' gentle,
joyful· perspective
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Though Hank Williams Jr. may
never live up to his father's legendary,
semi-religious
status
in country
music, on Oct. 14 at the Pavilion, he
clearly demonstrated
why he was'
recently voted to be the Country
Music Association's
Artist of the
Year:
He is an exhaustively
charismatic
entertainer,
talented
multi-instrumentalist
and, most importantly, he is his own man.
'
Playing to a less-than-enthusiastic
crowd of 4,991, Williams walked out,
on stage with the traditional country
leather
outfit
and
reflective
sunglasses and offered an essential
country menu that any fan 'would
desire-slow
mourning
songs of
resignation and despair, traditional
country rags, country rock, and dirty Southern Comfort rockers.
Though pigeon-holed as a country
artist; Williams came dangerQusly
close to approximating
heavy rock
during some portions of the performance, leaving the listener with the
. impression tharhe has been recently

o
J:

IIGenuinely funny.1I

ct
?;

- V,ncen' Canby. NEW YORK TIMES
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'10P-NOTCH
ENTERTAINMENT!H
. - Judith Cnsl. WOR·TV

Williams also handled the piano
jamming
with heavy-metal
thugs
chores on a '50s medley of Jerry Lee
such as Whitesnake or Judas Priest.
Lewis and Fats Domino tunes,exThrough
the first
15 songs,
plainingduring
the instrumental
Williams and a powerhouse six-piece
breaks that the performers, as well as
band
played
everything
from
Johnny Cash and Brenda Lee, spent
Aerosmith's
"Walk This Way" to
many hours at the Williams' house
Lynyrd Skynyrd's
"Sweet
Home
when he was a child.
Alabama" with the band on full-tilt
At the mid-point
of the show,
boogie and Williams' commanding
Williams
went into an extended
stage
presence
invincible
and
acoustic solo set where his booming
unescapable .:
voice and slide guitar highlighted the
_ Despite Williams' brilliant performore traditional country songs such
mance, the sound quality was exas "Country State of Mind," "Counceedingly poor, suffering from distortry Boy Can't Survive," and "I'm For
tion because of far too mueh treble.
Love. "
As a result, the lead guitarist often
"All My Rowdy Friends Came
was drowned out in spotlight solos,
Over" and "Family Tradition" conand Williams asked several times
cluded the two-hour performance,
during the performance for a sound
and encapsulated,
for the most part,
change on his guitar. Sound problems
Williams' no-holds-barred,
barroom
also plagued the Georgia Satellites,
sly]e, which has been the trademark
who opened for Williams with a searof his concerts for the last 20 years.
ing 45-minute set of overly distorted,
His intense performances
and
raunchy Chuck Berry guitar.
Williams acknowledged a slew of
lifestyle seem to be driven partly by
the image of his father as a country
influences. The band launched into
outlaw and partly by his own desire
a brutal blues version of Muddy
Waier's "I'm a Man," as well as a
to break new musical ground. The
stark blues spattering
of Robert
Boise performance (like most of.his
Johnson's "Come into My Kitchen"
concerts) demonstrated
that the onand Blind Lemon Jefferson's "Make
ly comparison Williams Jr. needs. to
My Dying Bcd,"
Williams
also
make is dne with himself. In short,
demonstrated
his musical' diversity
he is in a class by himself.
with.a Dixieland version of "Ain't
Misbehavin',;' "Amazing Grace" and
some. his father's material, such as'
GRADE: A
"I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry."
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Minority students score
better on AC'Tand SAT
(CPS)-Minority
students scored
higher thancver on this year's college
aptitude tests, while other students
essentially held their own, reports
from the sponsors of the SAT and
ACT tests showed last week.
, But the highest scorers, reports
showed, once again tcndcd jo be
wealthy, male and while.
Average SAT verbal scores among
students who arc this year's freshmen
were 430, down one point from 1986,
while the math average score rose one
point to 476, the College Board
reported.
The average composite ACI score
in 19H7 was IH.7, down 0.1 percent
from 19H6 average.
As the national average scores
stuycd
the same, however, black
students improved their scores.
On the SATs, black test takers raivcd their avcrapc verbal score from 34(,
in 19H5 10 351 in 19H7.Avcragc nuuh
. scores rose on~ point, from 376 to
377.
Black A( "I takers averaged 13.4 in
19H7, up from 13.0 in 19H6. White
students averaged 19.7, and AsianAmericans 19.H.
U.S. Secretary
of Ed ucut ion
William .I. Bennett said he thought
it was "good
news,"
though
"we're still seeing an insufficient

Film

Cont. from page 8
unquestionably
endear
it to
filmgoers. Maureen Stapleton, in
particular, is an affecting actress who
has charmed audiences during her illustrious career. As Lilian, she once
again delivers the goods, in a movie

Board Research Chief Robert
payoff for what we've invested in
education. We need better results. We Cameron. said, "There's no doubt
that the students who take more
need accoumubility for results."
"The increasing
number
of challengingcoLirses in high school
students taking the SAT is an en- lend to do better on Ihe test."
ACT Director of Minority Educacouraging sign since it means that a
tion Samuel D. Cargile said he
great many more students are actually considering goingro college," ac- credited better high SChool preparacording 10 Donald M. Stewart, prcsi- tion for the risein minority scores.
"Over the past several years, the
dent of the College Board.
But at the same time Stewart term- proportion of ACT-tesled students
from minority groups laking a core
cd the results "not dramatic."
In general, average aptitude test high school curriculum has increased noticeably," Cargile said.
scores began falling in 1967, and
Nevertheless, wealthy, white male
didn't stop until 1981.
,
test takers still out-performed other
Observers
explained the long
students, prompting critics to label
decline with a variety of theories
the tests biased.
ranging from less-rigorous
high
Students with family incomes
schools 10 the shrinking size of
families to the atmospheric testing of more than $70,000, averaged 523
math and 471 verbal on the SAT.
nuclear weapons through 1963.
Students whose families had incomes
Bennett continued 10 blame high
of less than $10,000 had average
schools for failing 10 prepare students
scores of 4\6 math and 364 verbal.
to take, the tests, while the College
"The continued large gender gap
Board said it saw \987's results as a on both the SATand ACT indicates
reflection of the number of students
there arc still serious flaws in both exlaking the test.
"The more kids that lake the test, ams," according to John Weiss, executive director of FairTest.
the greater. the variety of students
"If test results were consistent with
and the lower the scores," according
other measures of academic merit
to College Board spokesman Fred
like high school and college grades,
Moreno.
The number of students taking the girls would score the same as or even
slightly better than boys," he said.
lest in 1987 rose 8 percent.

packed with empathetic characters
and genuine moments.
Although none of the other performers come off with quite her
strength (Lee Richardson being a
possible exception), there is enough
tenderness and affection to go
around. The Hotel Lorraine and its

people remind us that sometimes a
lillie tenderness and affection is all
we need.
Sweet Lorraine is rated PG-13 and
is playing at the Flicks.
GRADE:B

Diary-------------Cont. from page 8
This album seems to take on anthological characteristics, and it isn't
until the final two cuts that
Guadalcanal Diary seems to finally
break new ground, "3 AM" is a
heartfelt, simple ballad using nice
echo slide guitar effects sprayed with
dynamic crescendos. This song is
"dedicated to alcoholics everywhere,
recovered and otherwise."
"Lips '01' Steel" uses scallered,
almost, funky guitar interludes and
dreamy, Beatlesque vocals under the

able production assistance of former
REM co-producer Don Dixon. These
new production values suit the band
well, but the palpability of these cuts
can probably be attributed to the
original richness of their value.
The album paints darker hues and
. is further shrouded than any previous
works. While it would be unfair and
unfounded
to pass Guadalcanal
'Diary off as REM disciples, the ap. parent presence of the latter's influence is there for all to see, with the
image-rich scribbliQgs of Attaway
and the thick foreground of chimey
guitars.

~II comparisons aside, the original
sound of Guadalcanal Diary has
been retained fairly intact, although
at the expense of some creative
growth. 2 x 4 is an integrated bag of
goods, a veritable potpourri
of
representative tired genres and fresh
new ideas. If Guadalcanal Diary feels
the need to garner a larger portion
of an underground. appreciation,
their focus must surely tighten. If
not, the forked road theY,encounter
will stand eternally arid squarely in
front of them.
GRADE: B
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BYU Law School
Prospective Law Students
Professor Ray J. Davis, BYU law school represeniative will be on campus Wednesday, Oct. 21 to discuss
careers in law in the BYU Law School.
Professor Davis will be on campus from 1-3 p.m, in
Room 124 OJ the Administration Building. Contact the
Placement Office at 385-1747 for more information.

••

LOOK! ••

.TUTORS NEEDED•
-

Gain Valuable Expe.rience
- Help Others
- Earn Money or Credit

Immediate Demand for the Following:
AC 205
AC 206
DS 207

EC 202
FI 303

B 205
EN 100
N 209

P 312
SW 321
Z 111

Call Special Services Program at 385-3583
1287 Brady Street
Adjacent to Campus School

'Pregnant?
Need
Help?
Free pregnancy test

BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
AU help is.confidential. and J[~E!.

-109 S., 6th St.-

-345.25050

BSU
Scavenger

Hunt
Sponsor

Presents

Fi·nal Exam Oct. 20-23
Uncle Wiggly
Oct. 24
Mettiods of Dance Oct. 27-29
Halloween Festival Oct 30-31
with Uncle Wiggly
-

EVERY MONDA Y ~

JOHN HANSEN HOSTS AN ACCOUSTIC JAM SESSION,
- ALL MUSICIANS WELCOME -'
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Broncos become
Grizzly meat
by Tom Lloyd
The University News

1..:1>.

'.

The kiss of defeat for a nationally
ranked team is playing the University of Montana Grizzlies. The 19thranked BSU Broncos became Montana's third nationally
ranked
victlni-c-Nevada-Reno and Northern
Iowa .preceded them-as
BSU lost
12-3 in Missoula.
In addition to Montana's "giant
killer" reputation, the teams both
had ulterior motives to fire them up:
Montana's seniors never had tasted
victory against the Broncos; and
BSU wanted to establish its road
credentials.
The ambience. was perfect for these
two offensive-minded teams, with
BSU ranked third nationally in total
offense and UM Coach Don Read
hired in part for his offensive
wizardry.
The turf was dry, much better than
when the then number one-ranked
Nevada-Reno Wolfpack had their offensive show bogged down in the
mud weeks before. The wind was
slight, and the sun shone brilliantly
on the new Grizzly stadium. The conditions appeared ripe for a fall classic
barn burner. But conditions can be
ostensibly optimum urnil the human
factor is added.
. When the two teams lined up for
the opening kickoff, UM proceeded
to squib kick the ball, hitting it so itbounced erratically over the turf and
out of bounds. Perhaps itwas a portent of things to come.
The first quarter had all the earmarks of an action-packed game.
BSU was forced to punt on its first
possession, but Montana quickly
moved down the field to the BSU
4-yard line before Pat Moore forced
a Grizzly to cough up thc football,
and BSU's Jeff Hunt recovered.
The Broncos then showed their offensive wares and marched to the UM
30-yard line where a mishandled field
goal attempt cost the Broncos a
possible 3 points.
Montana
quarterback
.Scott

Werbelow, who had an oustanding
afternoon
against the Broncos,
wasted no time in directing the
Grizzlies 70 yards in just six plays. to
take a6-0 lead when the point after
attempt failed.
The ensuing BSU drive stalled on
their own 49-yard line. Lining up in
punt formation, the Broncos hiked
the ball to a planted Vince Alcalde
at blocking back, who flipped a pass
to a wide-open Winky White. In his
first-ever reception as a Bronco,
White carried the ball down to the
UM 6, where Grizzly basketballplayer-turned-punt-returner
Scoll
Zanon made what turned out to be
a touchdown-saving
tackle. After
four attempts at the goal line, Montana took over possession of the ball
at their own l-yard line.
The second quarter reflected more
of the same, except that BSU got on
the scoreboard this time. P.K. Wig- •
gins nailed down a career-record
52-yard field goal to bring BSU
All' Ada practices up on his soccer skill,
closer, at 6-3. It stayed that way until
Werbclow hit Matt Clark for another
Montana touchdown with just 32
seconds left in the half. BSU took the
kickoff and got close enough for
another Wiggins attempt. From 60
yards out, the kick was long enough,
but too wide. The first half ended
and, for all practical purposes, so did
the game.
The second half turned into a
defensive struggle. The offenses only amassed approximately 100 yards
Texas State was fairly close, but they
by Tom Lloyd
each. BSU's scoring opportunities
were not in the Southwest ConThe
University
News
were squandered through dropped
ference. As a youngster I was an SWC
balls or penalties.
The University Neil'S doesn't have freak. I made the sojourn to LubIn spite of the two touchdownsa travel budget so I was relegated to bock, Texas every chance available.
one on an all-out blitz-the defense
At that time, Texas Tech was being
cover the University of Montana
kept the Broncos in the ballgame,
considered for membership in the
football
game
via
electronic
media.
Jerry Ennis and Pete Kwiatkowski led
I live in the North End, where the conference, and the thought of all
the defenders with II tackles each.
trees tell you the time of year. The those teams that I had 'read about
On one series of downs, the mammaking the trek to the high plains of
sun shone bright around my house,
moth Kwiatkowski had two solo
and judging by my color TV, it look- Texas was sometimes too much.
tackles and knocked down a pass.
. Needless to say, I was all agog every
The Broncos dropped to 4-2 ed like it was doing the same. in
fall Saturday as a youth.
Missoula. Several people interviewoverall and evened their conference
It was sometime
right after
ed on TV wore sweaters. It was
mark at 2-2. The ISU Bengals come
halftime that my ancient TV set
definitely a fall football day.
to' town Oct. 24 for the 7 p.m.
I readied for the game, relaxed in started showing its age: The picture
Homecoming game.
my big old comfortable chair with all became distorted until the TV itself
my goodies and notepad handy. My decided to restore a clear picture.
only regret was that I wasn't there. I During this disturbance, I suddenly
realized TV reporters elaborate on
reflected back to when I was much
what they sec instead of describing
younger-fall
days will do thatwhen my family would travel the 50 everything that happens as a radio
The winning streak came to an end
miles it took to watch the closest col- reporter would.
on Oct. 16, when the Bronco women
Flip. Thc voice of PaulJ." filled my
lege football game.
lost a grueling five-game battle
small house. His voice piqued yet
I
grew
up
on
the
plains
of
Texas
against the Wolfpack of Nevada,
where 50 miles was nothing. Besides, another set of old memories.
Reno II-IS, 15-12, 15-9, II-IS, 15-9 on
On Saturdays, when the Red
the Wolfpack's home court. With the the Texas Tech Red Raiders were the
loss, BSU fell into third place in the only big team in the region. West Raiders were out of town or I

which includes hl~lckin~ shuts,

SPORTSCENE

Fall is in the air,
football is on the tube

Spikers faU to 15·10
by David Dunn

The University News

I~"
•.-

The BSU Lady Bronco volleyball
team came onc set short of extending
their winning streak to five games,
but managed a split in Mountain
MWAC at 4-3, while their overall
West Conference- action last week ..
record now stands at 15-10.
On Oct. 12, the Bronco women
The Bronco women will finish
clawed their way past the Montana
their road trip on Oct. 19 with the
State Bobcats in four sets 15-1,3-15,
Northern Arizona Lumberjacks in
15-5 and 15-9, capturing their fourth
A campus-wide ski promotion will will be on hand to discuss equipment
Flagstaff. BSU then will return home.
straight victory. BSU was led by Sanand technical information. Ski videos
be held in the SUB Union Street Cafe
to play the U of I on Oct. 23 and
dy Stewart, who had nine kills and
also will be shown. In addition, the
Eastern Washington on OCI. 26. Both from 9 a,m.~4 p.m. on Oct. 28.
Saskia Van Aarcm, who had ciulu.
Department of Physical Education
Representatives from Bob GreenStewart also 'served three aces 7111d home games will be played at 7:30
will provide information about alpine
wood's Ski Haus and McU's Sports
p.m. in the BSU Gym.
had four blocks.
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couldn't finagle a ticket and a ride,
listening to the radio became my
pastime. In those days ·the Humble
Oil Corporat ion. sponsored
a
Southwest Conference radio network
that spanned the slate of Texas. One
might not be able to listen to the
game of their choice, but they could
listen to an SWC game that also
would relay updates of the other
games. Kern Tips was known as thc "
"Voice of the Southwest Conference"
because he broadcast an important
SWC game each week, and a plethora
of people listened to him. He was a
throwback to the old days of broadcast ing, yet modern. H is voice was
full, punctuating the appropriate
consonant
or
syllable.
His
mellifluous delivery was poetic and
filled with Southwest conference
football csoterica and lore.
I'm glad to sec that some things
just don't change. Imay have gray in
my hair, but I've still got kid in my
heart. Love tliosc fall football. days.

Skiing topic of promotion
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Happy Hour Specials during:
I:IMonday Night Football
I:ISunday Football
I:IWorld Series Baseball
I:IBefore & After BSU homegames
I:IBig TV-Group Discounts

I Receive a FREE pitcher of beverage with I
I an or.der of a medium or large pizza with I
I two or more toppings.
I
EXPIRES

11/19/87

.

I·I

I·
-'Open 7 days a weekLocated on the corner of
, . Capital & University

344-PAPA - .

..~'<l

"~'';.;.fv.~

,~"

FREE

.

_

1

I Receive two FREE liters of soda or com- I
I parable value of brew with an order of I
I illarge pizza with two or more toppings.
I
Not valid with other coupons or specials I
I
EXPIRES 11/19/87

I

Aegufar
Enz·LubriGated
Rll'>bed"LUbricated

J

c
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1 DOl
$3.95
$5.25
$5.95

3 DOl
$9.95
$13.95
$15.95

SHIPPING AND HANDLING $1.00
M Merit. Circle Inc.

5860 Souln Wynn A
las Vegas, NV 89118

Pltche~s-'for th~ Price 'of f! ·Check' US out!:, -; ,: ~,

,-' RE,MEMBER: 2·for-1
,

'~'_

r---------~-------,

--------------~-~~TU~;day'~260-,ciz~'
-

~

-Enjoy our delicious homemadeSicilian-style pizza & Italian sandwiches
(Free delivery in limited areas only.)

l----~-FREE------\.
II Not valid with other coupons or specials

"'f"'_""

Or stay at home and
we will deliver
FREE to your door!

Come watch it all at .

I .

and nordic ski classes to be offered
this. year. Representatives from the
Outdoor Rental Center also will be
on hand to answer questions.

Arrives indiscrc9t1y ,wrapped package.
..... ,

Classltleds
Help Wanted
18-¥EAR-OLD
COMPANY has a
few positions open for ambitious
career-minded
individuals.
Experience not necessary. Complete
training. Guaranteed weekly income.
Bonus plus benefits for those who
qualify.
Part-time
and full-time
available. Don't wait. Our positions
don't last long. Apply in person 8-12
a.rn. or 5-9 p.m., Monday through
Saturday
at
5483
Kendall.
NEED EDITOR for school publicatioris, Must be eligible for work
study. Contact Todd ShallatLBfiU
History Department,
385-3701.

EARN $480 WEEKLY-$60
per
hundred
circulars
, mailed.
Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed to
perform mail services, Incentive programs available.
Send legal size
stamped, self-addressed envelope to
United Service of America,
24307
Magic Mtn. Parkway, Suite' 306,
Valencia,
CaliL,
91355.
EASY
WORK!
Excellent
pay!
ASSemble products at home. Call for'
information.
(312) 7.41-8400, Ext.
A-1429.
ASBSU JUDICIARY position open.
$150/month.
Apply at ASBSU offices, second floor of SUB, or call
385-1440.

LOST AND FOUiiND~~
YOU KNOW,I
JUST HATE
YOU PUNK~R5!
IJUST WANNfI
SQUAsH
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WHOMEVER
RETURNED
CASPAR's I.D. TAG and REFLECTOR to my. front porch, PLEASE
REWARD]! My beautiful WHITE
contact
me and let me know
CAT has been missing since Sept.
29/Tuesday. He is all white, except for . WHERE you found them, and if you
saw my cat or his leopardskin collar.
a few faded gray spots on top of his
Call 345-7759 or 345-8204. Caspar
head. He is male, 9 months old.s.rort
lives at 905 W. Franklin, Apt. M.
but stocky. Yellow eyes and short
hair. CASPAR is an extremely friendFor Rent
ly and loving cat. His family misses
him very much, including his much
STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT at
adored mate. If you have any infor1021 Lincoln Ave. $170 rent per
mation
regarding
Caspar's
month, plus $50 deposit. All utilities
whereabouts,
PLEASE
contact
included. Call 336-8327 or 344-0071.
Kimber at 345-7759 or 345-8204.

a birth control method, what do you
and Sue use? Jim. Jim: I don't
know-it's
the woman's responsibility. Chuck.

Caspar lives at 905 W. Franklin, Apt.

CHRISTOPHER
ROBIN-Beware
of too much cereal-especially
bran-and
the pitfalls of "yuppiedorn." In Banquet Love.

Miscellaneous

~!'lI!'!"!'!"---" "'f!III!!l!lII"~--"
JOCK OFF ..
j

'i/ ~f I<o~f KOf

\

bASP

For Sale

M.

~~ fSSii"!!

yOU ...
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1986 HONDA CR 250R. Excellent
condition. Pro circuit pipe, pro circuit modified shock, new TOP end'
and clutch. $1,300. Call Mike at
345-6145.

Personals'

!!
CHUCK:

Karen and 1 must choose

ACROSS

I:

HEY, ALL YOU FAMILYcomm.
campers where are you, Lrniss you!
Love Always, Norma Rae.
ANYONE INTERESTED in joining
a gay/lesbian
university group, or
wouldIike to help in forming one,
please call 336-3870 between 7 and
10 p.rn. Sponsored by the Community Center.

BRENDAN
should have left his
number when he came to say hello.
KK
DiJDES-join
my skateboard club
now forming. We'lllearri some cool
tricks. Love Bonerowski.

35 Prlnler's

measure

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

r---------

1 Mongrel
4 Eplcllko
narratives
9 TImid
12 Beverage
13 Around
14 Garden 1001
15 Coveted
17 Forays
19 Mountains 01
Europe
20 Alpped
21 TIbetan priest
23 Coming In best
time
27 Forebodings
29 Praclous metal
30 Either's partner
31 Footllke part
32 Self-esteem
34 Slender Iinial

Cure
Monsler
Pennanl
Extremely
lerrlble
43 Wooden vessels
44 Landed
46 Dwell
46 Speech
Impedlmsnl
51 Firearm
52 Ceremonies
54 Greek leiter
55 Bllter vstch
56Shalter
57 Condensed
moisture

THE
WEEKLY

36
37
39
42

DOWN
1 Uncouth person
2 Aubber tree

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
3
4
5
6
7

Recommences
Girl's name
While poplar
Deity
Symbol for 90ld

.....+-+--1
--+-+--1

6 Walked leisurely
9 Glislen
10 Brlck--car,ylng
device
11 Alllrmative
16 Country 01 Asia
18 Dry
20 Walked on
21 Auns easily

~~~~~k~~e
25
28
28
33
34
36
38

_+-+...-1
."...1--+--+--1

40
41
45
46
47

46

"I!r+-+--1

"'11

49
50
53

Deep sleep
Threefold
Orators
Maie sheep: pI.
Sent forth
.

Rock
Prepare lor
prfnt
Showers
Evaluates
Ex\ravpgsnt
Mature
Prickly envelope
ollrult
Music: as
written
French for
"summer"
Uncooked
Negative prellx

..,.....J..".-+.---'

IT'5
71Mf:,
OPI/5.

I

MIW,

me wow

·W/V./(olJr"

Answer.

. MllKe5 Me

nc«.
I

to last
week's
puzzle

'f>rA'GEIEA
0 I Tll!lS
HE
EIIIII TEA'
A L AN I!IIIL
o
A r :
IIlIM
EIIIII
5 T A 1 P E
MO V E 5;
G E AM
A E
1M
P A 1M AT E 5
5 P A,
TUB
AO ~AN
U P
NUT
5 U P
10
A H 1 N E,
TAO
GET
TO U A 1 5 T 5
OF
EN
FA TAL
OG
I 5 T L E S
ORA
L E TO
UN I T
OIL
EO E N
T U N E
LAS

os

II.

os

-:

* WHERE THE CHAMPIONS

TRAIN

*

1 month membership for only $20.00
10 tanning sessions with the Wolff System
for only $25.00

*

*
-'

5 ;Mile and Overland

322·7418
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E I E I Evonb
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• Evonl. Evonl. Evonl.
• Evonl. Ev.nl. Evonl.

Evonl' Evonl,
Evonl.E.onl'
Evonl. Evonl.
Evonl. E~onl.

Evon,lI
Evotd.
Evonll
Evonl.

Evonla
Evonl,
Evonll
Evonlt

Evonll
EVonl.
Evenl.
Evonll

Evohl.
Evonl'
Evonl.,
Evonl.

Evonl. Evoill.
EvinllEvonll
Evonl. Evonl.
Evonl. Evonl.

Evonl.
Ev.nl.
Evonl.
,Evonl.

Evonl.
Evonto
Evonl•
Evonl.
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3:30 AlmoSt Anything Goes
Soccer field north of the Student
Union Bldg.
A!l""'
Four member teams
4».:. \ ...
ExcIting fun-filled activities
l

l "

4:30

8:00

~
Mountain
8:00 am

•

f'ii:\\
~
Mountain
9:00 am

"Symposium on Teaching"
sponsored by
Bell and The College of Education
Program continues

.
.-.
11:00 Blood Drive
Big Four room Y
UI
Second floor Student Union
3:00

12:00 Parade starts at Ann Morrison Park.
follows University Dr. and
ends in the stadium parklng lot

6:00

Pep Rally/Bon

5:00

8:00

Dance Glb Hochstrasser
Kings of Swing
01
at the Mardi Gras
-'

KBOI and the Alumni
~
''World's Largest
_:
Tailgate party"
,
':j
at Julia Davis Park

7:00

Football Ga~e
...
BSU va. ISH

9:00

After game dance "Shakedown" ~t
the SLudent Union Ballroo}m
enterLalnmenL by ~
~
Final Exam

~.U>

"TIm Toilet Bowl" Football Game
Greek vs. R.H.A.
on soccer field north of SUB
'I'
Scavenger Hunt
Lists handed out at 10:00 pm at
"Brass Lamp Pizza - Vista:' arrive
early for pre-hunt fesuvlues~

"symposium ,on Teaching"
sponsored by
Bell and The College of Education
Registration

Fire

CP

I' '

~

2

and the
'111(1
I

»

Get your official
Homecoming T-shirt and
Ride the 17deof Bronco Tide
Available at Union Station
for only S8,
While supplies last,

,f\

"'i;Ji -

Wednesday, Oct. 28th
.
8:00 p.m.
Ballroom -Student Union
fC ..

$4.50 BSU students & Folklore Society members
$,6.00general public
Sponsored by Student ProgrllmsBoard & Idalio Folklore Society

An exceptional celtic pop-rock-funk-ja·zz
amalg'ram featuring bag pipes.

THIS

WEEK'S

MOVIES
Zelig --M.onday

t

Oct. 19th

7:00 pm - SP'EC
".~

A position is open on the ASBSU Judiciary for one
'Justice. Pay is $150. per month'and requires attendance at
two meetings each week. Apply NOW!!!
For moreinformalion ca1l385-144{l or pick up an application
in ASBSU Offices 2nd floor - StUdent Union.

.~

.

Hannah (1ndHer Sisters -- Wed. Oct 21sf
3:00 pm - Boisean Lounge.- SUB
t

Smiles of a Summer Night--Sunday,

Oct. 25th

7:00 pm - SPEC
All movies are Free to BSU students W/activity card
$1.00BSU faculty&stcHf$2.,50general admission ._

SENATE SECRETARY

Are you a great secretary looking for a great place to '
wo!k? The ASBSU Senate is looking for a committed, dedicated
and responsible person to work as the secretary to the Senate.
Job requirements include:
'
'~5.20 hrs per week, afternoons preferred.
..5}Must be e.vailable Tuesday and Thursday
,1 3:00 p.m. on.
.
;{-Typingskills 50-60 wpm. ~l-Must be eligible for work stuqy.
Salary is $4.00Ihr. ,Qualified applicants may obtain more
iolbroialion bycalliog Barb Petty at 385-1440.

